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China is currently facing a situation of epidemic prevention and control in

recent days. Taking into account the safety and health of all exhibitors,

partners and the public, we regretfully announce that the 4th edition of

JINGART, originally scheduled to be held in Beijing from May 26 to May 29,

2022 will be postponed. The new date will be announced according to the

Epidemic Prevention Policy. JINGART will take the initiative to make

contingency plans and get close consultation with JINGART’s gallerists,

collectors and partners in response to epidemic challenges. Here we would

like to extend sincere gratitude to our exhibitors and partners from all over the

world for their ongoing support and trust.

JINGART regards “nesting in Beijing and connecting the world” as its artistic

purpose. Since its establishment in 2018, JINGART has become one of the

most anticipated annual art events in Beijing with its outstanding exhibition

quality and attentive services. Based on all the uncertainties and the feedback

we gathered from different experts, we decide to postpone this year’s event.

Our hearts are with all our friends affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

JINGART will stay true to its original aspiration, continually carry its mission of

cultivating collectors, promoting the development of art and improving public

taste and fully support the progress of the Chinese art market.

Every cloud has a silver lining. When the pandemic is over, we will meet again

in Beijing.



About JINGART

Established in 2018, JINGART aims to combine the dynamic culture of Beijing

with the international art market. Presenting the best quality art and design of

different eras and genres, JINGART builds a diverse platform for local and

international exhibitors, collectors, artists and art lovers. JINGART is managed

by the team of ART021 Shanghai Contemporary Art Fair and is held in Beijing

in May every year.

JINGART Web: http://www.jingart.com.cn/

JINGART Weibo: http://weibo.com/jingartbj
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